
ASTRAL PROJECTION SEX

Many astral projectors have sexual experiences in astral dimension as a result of some spontaneous intercourse or as a
real-time sex with another projector.

Are souls hot? Most cultures throughout the world have their own histories with astral projection , but for the
most part, it means when a person willfully causes themselves to have an out of body experience. Who can be
your astral sex partner? All the different ways to have sex on another plane. You have to go back to your body
- ask if they are back in their body they can tell you and then astral project again. Therefore, you can leave
yourself as shapeless, or you can make yourself into shapes because as humans, that is what we are used to
seeing. Enjoy the experience! For more on astral projection: Learn everything you need to know to
successfully master astral projection. Very, very possible. Still worth trying though. Ethereal Bliss Sex The
final method for out of body pleasure is pure universal bliss. When I was in my teenager years and very much
not having any sex to speak of, unless sex with my pillow counts I was really, really into the weird
pseudoscience of sleep. Take care,. So if you are kissing someone in the astral realms, your body is going to
react as if you are physically kissing someone. However, let us take a close view on this controversial issue.
What we are explaining here are only basics of what you can expect. Actually, it is quite possible your astral
sexual partner to encourage you to have physical relationships. Thanks for your question and for stopping by
the site! I'm pretty skeptical about this, but I'm willing to give it a try and report back. Astral projection is said
to be far more common in people who are in between the stages of REM sleep and unconsciousness. Like, can
souls consent? I was basically Tina from Bob's Burgers , only hornier and blonde. If not, they may phone you
in the morning and tell you about the hot dream they had about you. Great stuff! When the time come to
express your joy, attraction or love in other ways than just hugging and kissing, remember not to expect your
astral sex to be like physical sex. If you've had positive experiences or negative ones with astral sex, or you
want to let your friends know about this bizarre new sex trend, then share this article! Have fun tonight! Just
end it, and find a playmate in real life to satisfy you. Astral Playmates If you can find a partner who is also
accomplished at astral projection, then the two of you can meet on the astral plane and engage in astral sex
together and consciously. Because that is what they are used to seeing and dealing with in the physical sense.
When I was in high school I was lucky enough to have 3 friends who were accomplished enough at astral
projection for the four of us to engage in this behavior at will. You should also know that having sexual
relation and love with some astral being is not dirty, sinful or evil.


